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Abstract: Steel ingot with a large height-to-diameter ratio is utilized to produce multiple products by one stock
in practice. Water cooling is a usual way to enhance production efficiency. However, the combination of the two
factors will generate internal defects, such as shrinkage porosity and hot crack. The characteristic of internal
shrinkage crack in a 10 t water-cooled steel ingot with a large height-to-diameter ratio was examined by an
ultrasonic test. A slice was sectioned from the ingot middle part where billets containing star-like crack were further
extracted. The billets were examined by X-ray high energy industrial CT, and the compactness was reconstructed
in three dimensions. Microstructure near the crack was observed using scanning electron microscopy, and the
solidification process and grain size were studied by high temperature confocal microscopy. Moreover, thermomechanical simulation and post-processing were carried out to analyze the formation of shrinkage porosity and
hot crack. A new criterion considering mushy zone mechanical behavior in brittle temperature as well as grain size
distribution was proposed to evaluate hot cracking potential in the ingot. The results show that a deep shrinkage
porosity band easily forms in the center line of such an ingot with a large height-to-diameter ratio, and watercooling further generates excessive tensile stress tearing the liquid films around the porosities. Then, hot cracks
begin to propagate along grain boundaries. The grain size in the upper and center of the ingot is large, which
leads to an inverted cone shape defects zone in the ingot center.
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1 Introduction
Water-cooled mold casting technology has potential
advantages to increase the cooling strength, shorten
the solidification time, and refine the macrostructure of
the ingot, so as to improve the quality and production
rate. Liu et al. [1] investigated the 5 t steel ingots cast
in sand molds with and without water cooling, and
found that the water-cooled ingot has a less intensive
macrosegregation. Meng et al. [2] studied a 3.3 t watercooled steel ingot, and concluded that when the cooling
rate is below 1,000 W·m-2·k-1, increasing the cooling
rate can significantly reduce the melt flow velocity, the
mushy zone width and solidification time, and alleviate
macrosegregation of the ingot. Zhao et al. [3] cast M2
steel ingots by the water-cooled copper mold and the
sand mold, and pointed out that water-cooling could
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obtain more uniform and finer grains. Wen et al. [4]
prepared a 45 t steel ingot with a water-cooled chassis,
and suggested that strengthening the bottom cooling can
balance the solidification front of molten steel, normalize
the air gap distribution, and improve the ingot quality.
Raising the height-to-diameter ratio of the ingot
is another effective way to improve utilization rate
of the ingot. Tyurin et al.[5] created newly designed
molds to achieve horizontal crystallization of the
steel, and cast long ingots with a height-to-diameter
ratio as large as 9, indicating that under a properly
controlled cooling boundary condition, high quality
large height-to-diameter ratio ingots can be made.
Chen et al. [6] stated that it is difficult to achieve a
long-range liquid feeding for the casting with a large
height-to-diameter ratio, and proposed a solid feeding
mechanism. Yu et al. [7] analyzed the heat transfer
resistances at different solidification stages of an 18 t
steel ingot with a large height-to-diameter ratio, and
stressed that heat transfer of the solidified shell is the
main restrictive step in the whole solidification process.
It is a challenge to apply water-cooled mold casting
technology to a steel ingot with a large height-to-
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diameter ratio due to its difficulties in process parameter control
for mass feeding. Common ingot defects, such as shrinkage
porosity and hot crack, are main concerns. To predict these
defects, scholars worldwide have done a lot of research works
and put forward many models and criteria [8-13]. Niyama et al. [14]
proposed a criterion for shrinkage porosity through casting
steel cylinders of different diameters. Hardin et al. [15, 16] studied
the influence of pore distribution on mechanical properties
of cast steel by experiment and simulation, and found that
the ductility of porous cast steel deceases significantly with
the increase of porosity. Won et al. [17] indicated that in the
brittle temperature range (BTR), the existence of liquid film
between dendrites increases the risk of hot cracking in the
mushy zone. Stangeland et al. [18] established a two-phase
model of a volume average method to simulate hot cracking
tendency of castings, and pointed out that insufficient feeding
and excessive deformation in the high solid fraction region are
the main causes of hot cracking. A 6 t normal ingot was sliced
to ascertain the internal quality [19]. Numerical simulation
revealed that hot crack develops only when stress and strain
exceed a threshold value within the brittle temperature range.
Recently, a 234 t ingot was dissected and a shrinkage crack
potential criterion considering shrinkage porosity as well as
mushy zone mechanical property was proposed [20]. However,
grain size, which is influenced by the cooling intensity, was
rarely considered in the hot cracking potential (HCP) criterion.
In this study, a 10 t water-cooled steel ingot with a large
height-to-diameter ratio was studied by ultrasonic inspection,
CT imaging, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and high
temperature confocal microscopy. Then, thermo-mechanical
simulation and post-processing were carried out to analyze
the internal shrinkage crack with a new hot cracking potential
criterion, considering grain size distribution and mushy zone
mechanical behavior within the brittle temperature range.

2 Experiment
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the water-cooled steel ingot
mold system, including water pump, water tank, motor and

control system, in which a water channel was set between the
ingot inner mold and outer mold.
The 10 t water-cooled ingot was made of P91 heat resistant
steel with the composition shown in Table 1. The ingot shape
was nearly a cone with the height of 3,180 mm, the upper
diameter 820 mm, and the lower diameter 550 mm, i.e., the
height-to-diameter ratio was 4.64, and the taper was 8.5%.
Bottom pouring was used in the casting process with the
pouring temperature of 1,550 °C and the filling speed in ingot
body and riser of 16 kg·s -1 and 8 kg·s -1, respectively. The
exothermic compound and anti-piping compound were added
with the heating capacity of 8,000 kJ·kg-1. The cooling water
flow rate was 380 m3·h-1, and decreased to 230 m3·h-1 after one
hour. The demolding time was 3.2 h.
Table 1: Composition of P91 grade steel (wt.%)
C

Si

Mn

V

0.099

0.2

0.3 0.18

Cr

Mo

S

P

Nb

Fe

8

0.9 0.000955 0.001 0.06 Bal.

2.1 Ultrasonic inspection
Ultrasonic inspection was carried out on the 10 t water-cooled
steel ingot. Defects were found 480 mm below the riser and
180 mm above the ingot bottom with the average depth to
surface of 150 mm. The defect area shape was an inverted
cone with the upper part wide and lower part narrow, as in the
red dashed area shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Sampling
A short stock with diameter of 650 mm and thickness of 50 mm
was cut from the cross section of the ingot by sawing machine,
which was 2,260 mm above the ingot bottom as indicated
by the purple rim shown in Fig. 2. A star shaped defect with
diameter of about 80 mm in the stock center was found as seen
in the marked red circle in Fig. 3.
Then the stock was further meshed and cubic billets with
the side size of 20 mm were prepared for X-ray high energy
industrial CT as shown in Fig. 4.

Φ820

Φ550

Fig. 1: Schematic of water-cooled steel ingot mold
system

Fig. 2: Defects distribution in ingot with ultrasonic
test (unit: mm)
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2.3 X-ray high energy industrial CT

Fig. 3: Star shaped defects in center of ingot
cross section

X-ray high energy industrial CT was used to carry out the
transparent tomography image of the star shaped defects.
Thousands of cross section images were stitched together
by software and the porosities in the billets were counted
quantitatively.
Figure 5(a) shows the six cubic samples containing the star
shaped defects, and Fig. 5(b) shows the 3D CT reconstruction
of the six samples, in which the porosity of each billet was
counted respectively. The color intensity represents the volume
rate of the continuum. The results show that the porosity rate
of the six cubic samples is 8.53%, 13.24%, 11.00%, 20.28%,
34.40% and 11.77%, respectively, and the average porosity
is about 16%. Figure 5(c) shows recombination of the six
CT reconstructions, which perfectly reproduces the 3D solid
structure with porosities of the test specimen. Figure 5(d) is the
transparent view of the recombination, i.e., the negative image
of solid in Fig. 5(c), which provides a totally new perspective
to observe the internal structure of the porosity defects. From
Fig. 5(d), both the interconnection structure and defects
volume can be characterized quantitatively.

2.4 SEM

Fig. 4: Sampling of cubic billets from stock near
defects area

Morphology near the defects tip was inspected by using a JSM6301F scanning electron microscope and is shown in Fig. 6,
where typical hot cracking characteristics are presented.
Figure 6(a) shows an overall view of a hot crack with a
meandering propagation path whose thickness decreases along
the growth direction. Figure 6(b) shows a fully opened hot
crack. According to the liquid film theory of hot crack [21], this
is the state left by the opening of liquid film, which cannot be

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: Meshed samples for CT testing (a); 3D CT reconstruction of meshed samples (b); recombination of meshed
CT samples (c); transparent view of recombination samples (d)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6: Overall view of a hot crack (a), a fully opened hot crack (b), and exposed dendrite arms around hot
crack (c) and (d)

fed by the liquid at the end of solidification. In Figs. 6(c) and
(d), obvious exposed dendrite arms can be observed. These
dendrite arms in both sides of the liquid film are torn apart by
the tensile stress before they can coalesce with each other.
According to the above experimental results, the defect
found in such a water-cooled ingot is called an internal
shrinkage crack, because the inside root of the defect is more
like shrinkage porosity while the outside tip of the defect is
more like crack.

2.5 High temperature confocal microscope
To account for the influence of grain size on hot cracking
potential, it is necessary to investigate the grain states at
different cooling rates, which have not been torn apart by tensile
stress. Therefore, the high temperature confocal microscope

(a)

of Lasertec Company was used to study the macrostructure
evolution during the solidification process of P91 steel, and the
results were then compared and calibrated with numerical ones.
The size of the samples was Φ7 mm×2.5 mm. To match the
cooling rate in the core and side wall of ingot at the sampling
height, 5 °C·min-1 and 500 °C·min-1 were adopted, respectively.
The samples in the ceramic crucible were heated above
liquidus of the P91 steel, and then cooled down to complete
solidification at set cooling rates. Finally, the samples were
inspected with the optical microscope, and the grain sizes were
counted as shown in Fig. 7. The average grain size is 2,200 µm
at the core of the water-cooled ingot with the cooling rate of
about 5 °C·min-1, as shown in Fig. 7(a), and the average grain
size is 500 µm at the side wall of the ingot with the cooling
rate of about 500 °C·min-1, as shown in Fig. 7(b).

(b)

Fig. 7: Grain size results of ingot center (a) and side wall (b) tested by high temperature confocal microscope
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3 Numerical simulation
In numerical simulation, the water-cooled ingot system
was simplified as water-cooled inner mold, ingot, hanging
insulation board, exothermic compound, anti-piping
compound, and bottom casting tube. The calculation domain
was meshed with 171,282 nodes and 688,061 elements,
as shown in Fig. 8, in which the mesh was non-uniform,
tetrahedral and 20 mm in average size.
(a)

(b)

where, G is the temperature gradient, T· is the cooling rate. The
smaller Niyama criterion value indicates the greater possibility
of shrinkage porosity.

3.2 Hot cracking
3.2.1 Clyne and Davies criterion and Katgerman criterion
To predict the hot cracking, after completing the solidification
computation of the ingot, the isochrones data from ProCAST
were extracted and post-processed to obtain the Clyne and
Davies (CD) criterion [23] and Katgerman (Kat) criterion [24], as
shown in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively.
HCS

(2)

where HCS represents hot cracking susceptibility, t0.99 is the
solidification time when the volume fraction of solid, fs, is 0.99,
t0.9 is the time when fs is 0.9, and t0.4 is the time when fs is 0.4.
HCS

(3)

where tcoh is the solidification time when fs is at the coherency
point, and tcr is the time when feeding becomes inadequate.
3.2.2 Hot cracking potential criterion

Fig. 8: 3D FEM mesh of ingot inner mold (a) and ingot
system (b)

The filling process was firstly simulated, and then the
thermo-mechanical simulation with macrostructure evolution
was carried out to complete solidification. Viscoelasticplastic model and air gap formation model were utilized
on the ProCAST platform. The water-cooled inner mold
and the hanging insulation board were assumed as rigid.
The exothermic compound and anti-piping compound were
combined as one entity. The initial calculation condition was
confirmed according to the above production parameters, and
the water-cooling boundary condition was realized by the user
subroutine function.
Some of the thermophysical parameters were calculated
based on the composition of P91 steel, including temperature
dependent thermal conductivity, density, enthalpy, and solid
fraction. Other thermophysical parameters were obtained from
the high temperature mechanical experiment [22], including
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, yield strength, secant
thermal expansion coefficient, plastic modulus, viscosity
coefficient, and viscosity index. The time step was adaptive,
and the maximum time step was 1 s.

3.1 Shrinkage porosity
Shrinkage porosity was predicted by a dynamic refinement
model [8] and Niyama criterion [14] based on ProCAST platform.
The value of Niyama criterion (Ny) is shown in Eq. (1).
Ny
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·

(1)

Hot cracking is related to solidification macrostructure and
stress-strain evolution which are sensitive to the cooling
intensity, especially in water-cooled conditions. Therefore,
grain size distribution and mushy zone mechanical behavior
within the brittle temperature range are considered.
Based on the results of high temperature confocal microscope
examination, nucleation parameters were determined with the
average undercooling (ΔTµ) of 12 K, the undercooling variance
(ΔTσ) of 2.2 K, and the maximum nucleation density (nmax) of
1×109 m-3. Further, considering the mushy zone mechanical
behavior, a stress-based hot cracking potential (HCP) criterion
is proposed to evaluate the hot cracking potential. Then, the
temperature, element composition, stress, strain, and grain size
distribution data were extracted from ProCAST software and
post-processed to obtain the hot cracking potential criterion,
which counts on the ratio of the first principal stress to the
dynamic yield stress limit of mushy zone within the brittle
temperature range (BTR) and the grain size distribution, as
shown in Eq. (4):
HCP

(4)

BTR

where σI is the first principal stress, σdy is the dynamic yield stress
limit, and gs is the grain size. The greater HCP value means the
greater hot cracking potential. The dynamic yield stress limit is
the modified Ludwik equation [25], as shown in Eq. (5):
n

·
·

m

(5)

where σ 0 is the initial yield stress, which is a function of
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temperature, i.e., 0.5729-1.461×10-5T (MPa); T is temperature,
n is the strain hardening exponent, i.e., 0.2457-6.192×10-5T; m
is the strain rate sensitivity exponent, i.e., 0.0492+9.930×10-5T,
εeq is the equivalent plastic strain, ε· eq is the equivalent plastic
strain rate, ε0 is the reference shear strain and ε· 0 is the reference
shear strain rate. ε0, ε· 0 and ε· eq are shown in Eqs. (6), (7) and (8),
respectively:
(6)
·
·

A

Q

BTR

(7)
·

(8)

where E is the Young’s modulus; A is a prefactor with value
of 24,870+124,600(%C)+12,400(%C)2·s-1, in which %C is the
percentage of carbon element; Q is the activation energy with
·
value of 353 kJ·mol-1; R is the universal gas constant; T is the
cooling rate. According to Eqs. (5) through (8), the larger BTR
indicates the more vulnerable mushy zone.

4 Results and discussion

contains both shrinkage porosity and hot crack. The shrinkage
porosity criterion has limitation in prediction of such defects due
to its derivation. Hot crack originates from porosities formed
by insufficient mass feeding, and propagates under excessive
tensile stress. Therefore, the hot cracking zone is usually larger
than the shrinkage porosity zone. According to the experiment,
ultrasonic signals 150 mm below the ingot surface may indicate
the end of hot crack connected to the porosity.
The results of CD criterion and Katgerman criterion are
shown in Figs. 10(a) and (b), respectively. Since the two
criteria both judge the hot cracking susceptibility by the ratio
of the vulnerable time tV (when hot cracks may develop) to the
time available for the stress relief process tR (when mass and
liquid feeding occur), two simulated results are very similar
with different critical times. The CD criterion and Katgerman
criterion successfully predict the hot cracking in the ingot
center line, but overestimate the hot cracking susceptibility in
the ingot chilled layer. In fact, there are no visible hot cracks
on the side wall and bottom of the ingot. The possible reason is
that the cooling rate in the ingot chilled layer is too rapid and it
is inadequate for the cracking prediction. These two criteria are
based on non-mechanical characteristics, and have limitations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9(a) shows the shrinkage porosity in a water-cooled ingot
based on solidification simulation, where a slender defects zone is
predicted. Figure 9(b) shows the corresponding value of Niyama
criterion. It can be seen that the center area in ingot with Niyama
criterion below 30 K0.5·s0.5·cm-1 [Fig. 9(b)] is consistent with that
with shrinkage porosity below 0.5% [Fig. 9(a)]. Compared with
the ultrasonic inspection results in Fig. 2, the simulated defects
in bottom positions are more accurate, while the top positions
in Figs. 9(a) and (b) are overestimated. Besides, both simulated
defects' widths are underestimated, because the defects zone

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10: Simulated hot cracking susceptibility with
Clyne and Davies criterion (a), and Katgerman
criterion (b)

Fig. 9: Simulation results of shrinkage porosity (a) and
Niyama criterion (b)

Figure 11(a) shows the simulated grain size distribution
with large size in the core and the upper part, and small size
in the side wall and the lower part of ingot. The result of HCP
criterion is shown in Fig. 11(b), in which the positive value
means tensile stress and the negative value means compressive
stress. Compared with the CD and Katgerman criteria (Fig. 10),
the HCP criterion also successfully predicts the hot cracking in
the ingot center, and avoids overestimation of the hot cracking
in the ingot chilled layer. As shown in Fig. 2, the ultrasonic
inspection results reveal that the ultrasonic signal is shallow
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11: Simulated grain size distribution (a), and hot
cracking potential (b) in ingot

in the ingot upper part and deep in the ingot lower part. The
simulation results of HCP criterion reflect the inverted cone
shape of the defects zone, and more accurately predict the lower
position of the defects. Since the numerical model does not
cover the healing effect of molten steel feeding in the riser, the
hot cracking potential is overestimated in the ingot upper part.
Through the above observation and simulation, a scenario can
be inferred for the internal shrinkage crack during solidification
of the water-cooled steel ingot with a large height-to-diameter
ratio. Firstly, a deep shrinkage porosity band generates along
the ingot center line due to lack of mass feeding, then liquid
films around the porosities are torn apart due to excessive tensile
stress within the BTR, and finally, hot cracks propagate along
grain boundaries where the stress is concentrated. The large
grain size locates in the upper and center of ingot, and allows for
easy crack propagation. Therefore, the defects zone presented
a deep inverted cone shape in such a water-cooled ingot with a
large height-to-diameter ratio. In order to accurately predict the
defects distribution of the steel ingot, it is necessary to further
consider the formation and development of the defects, the
healing effect of molten steel feeding and other relevant physical
processes.

5 Conclusion
A 10 t water-cooled steel ingot with a large height-to-diameter
ratio was cast and sectioned. By ultrasonic inspection, a deep
inverted cone shape defect area was found 480 mm below the
riser and 180 mm above the bottom and 150 mm in average
depth beneath the surface of ingot. High energy CT and SEM
indicated that the star shaped defect is internal shrinkage
crack, and its root is more like shrinkage porosity while its tip
is more like crack. The shrinkage crack is internally connected.
Porosity generates along the ingot center line, and cavities are
torn apart to crack. The grain size in the upper and center of
ingot is large, and it is 500 µm in the side wall and 2,200 µm
116

in the center of ingot, respectively.
Thermo-mechanical simulation shows that a deep shrinkage
porosity forms in the centerline of the slender ingot and its
height and bottom position are generally in agreement with the
ultrasonic inspection results. Critical solidification time-based
criterion overestimates the hot cracking potential in the ingot
chilled layer, and cannot reflect the inverted cone characteristics
of the defects. With consideration of macrostructure and
mechanical behavior in brittle temperature of solidification,
the hot cracking potential criterion can successfully reflect
the inverted cone characteristics of the defects and avoid
overestimation of hot cracking in the ingot chilled layer. Due
to lack of consideration of the healing effect in the riser, the
hot cracking potential criterion causes an overestimation of hot
cracking potential in the ingot upper part.
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